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Graduation debate settles
t

Administrators secure a date for spring commencement
by Rebecca Falcon
NEWS EDITOR
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UCFs graduating seniors will
march through spring commen cement as originally
planned on Saturday, May 2,
according to a contract signed
by administrators Monday.
The UCF administration
shuffled the date for spring
commencement from May 2 to
Monday, May 4, but after receiving complaints from students, faculty and staff at a
meeting Wednesday, administrators secured a ceremony for
May 2 at 1 p.m.
Dean McFall, assistant vice
president for university relations and director of public affairs, said that a Saturday ceremony was preferred, but the
Orlando Arena was already
booked for May 2.
Singer James Brown was
scheduled to perform in the Orlando Arena May 2, but according to Steve Cox, events man-

ager for the Orlando Centroplex,
Brown's booking agents failed
to secure the building.
Brown, according to interim .
director of the UCF Arena Vic
Collazo, may be performing in
the UCF Arena on May 2, but
"no contracts have been signed
yet." Collazo said that theArena
is "more appropriate for th e
crowd" than the Orlando Arena.
While the Orlando Arena can
hold up to 15,000s Collazo said
that Brown's producers only
expect to draw a crowd of about
3,000-4,000 people.
When the Saturday date became available in the Orlando
Arena, UCF settled on May 2 for
commencement.
"It's more accessible for people
who have to travel," McFall said.
However,students were also
concerned about commencemt
being he Id off campus.
During an open forum, Student Body President Jason
DiBona promised those graduating that Student Govern-
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ment would hold their own
graduation ceremony for seniors if spring commencement
was not moved back on the
home campus.
The promise was made under the condition th at 75 per cent of the graduating class
signed a petition being circulated by SG and Delta Sigma
Pi, a business fraternity.
Nearly 900 graduating seniors
signed the petitions. SGand Delta
Sigma Pi were in the process of
calling the graduates to question
their views on the date and place
of commencement when the contract was signed.
DiBona says that although
graduation is not being held at
UCF, ''90 percent of the students'
omplaints were that the time and
date were changed." DiBona said
that UCF administrators treated
the graduating class with a general "lack of respect" by changing
the time and date but that a comGRAD contjnued page 3

Hitt keeps the
UCF baD rolling .

Extra funding-

by Jamie Carte

by Heidi Steiner

EDITOR IN CHIEF

MANAGING EDITOR

UCFs new president, John C. Hitt,
spent Spring Break getting used to his
position, shaking hands and hearing an
earful about UCFs problems.
In his first two weeks in office, the
new president said he has talket1. to
people with "urgent requests" and some
who "just wanted to get acquainted
with the new guy."
He said he will support some of the
policies proposed by Interim Pr esident
Robert Bryan and St even Altman,
UCF's former president who resigned
last summer, but he h as also started
some plans of his own.
He said the university's strategic
plan, a comprehensive growth plan that
was started under Altman, seems to be
well thought out and that he would
"absolutely not" change the plan nor go
with another.
As for the foreign language debate
that became heated while Bryan was
in office, Hitt said, "We need to decide
what we're trying to do with the requirement." He added that most universities require more foreign language
for bachelor of arts majors, but said he
would support whatever the faculty
decided was best.
Bryan a}S(J changed spring commencement from the UCF Arena to the Or-

reality or not?

(Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

lando Arena. Hitt said, "It is hard to the eyes of the students. We tend to do
reverse it now," but he said he would things to make it easier for the office
have examined the goals of graduation. workers, and we forget about the needs
He went on t6 say that ifUCF continues of tile student."
Although it is not an uncommon
to grow, commencement may eventually
problem for universities, Hitt wants
be too long to have in one day.
In making these kinds of decisions, shorter registra tion lines at UCF.
the president said he would rely on stuHitt promises to release his first statedent leadership from Student Govern- ment of administrative goals in a few
ment and other organizations to get a weeks. He said the list would narrow
·sense of what the students want.
down five to seven broad ideas about the
From what he has gauged so far, Hitt direction UCF should head toward.
"Ifsomeone can't remember their goals
said he would like to cut down on the
hassles in administrative offices.
HITT continued page 4
"Often we don't see things through

UCF looks for supplemental funding,
but Sen. Richard Crotty, a UCF alumnus, slaps the university with "Reality."
There are two different budgets being
considered by legislators; the reality
budget and the supplemental budget.
The State House and Appropriations
committee passed the supplemental budget that would give UCF an extra $10
million starting in July. However, the
senate only supports the reality budget.
John Bolte, director of administration and finance, said that although
the senate passed the reality budget,
the governor's office is going to veto it.
He said the reality budget would involve a "no new taxes system." However, he added, "It would reduce the
amount ofmoney available to the State
University System."
The supplemental budget was proposed to offset the reality budget that
would reduce UCFs $95 million budget
about $3 million or $4 million.
Patrick Riordan, director of public
· information for the stated Board of Regents, blames Crotty for the supplemental budget not getting passed through
the senate. He said the supplemental
budget would require new taxes.
SUPPLIMENTAL continued page 3
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COMPLETE SYSTEMS INCLUDING GOMPUTER, .MONITOR, AND PRINTER

•

•
•Powerfull 80386DX-25
Computer with -slot for
80387 Math Coprocessor
•14" SuperVGA Color
Monitor, 1024x768 Non-_
Interlaced resolutfon
•Totaliy IBM, Ni.well, &
OS/2 Compatible
•2MB RAM for t110se big
applications like Windows
•52MB hard<..lrive wiU1 17
millisecoml access <fast!)
•Both 5.25" l .2MB &
3.5" l.44MB tloppy drives
•8 expansion slots for cards

MACINTOSH
LC
4MB RAM I 40MB HARDD.RIVE

APPLE 12 -JJ RGB
COLOR MONITOR

•68020 processor running ·at 16MHz •020 Direct Slot for emulation,
for speed
graphics, or communications cards
•4MB .on board RAM, expandable to •Optional Apple Ile adapter to run
an incredible IOMB
- all Apple Ile software
•40MB harddrive
•12" Color monitor to see iots in
•SuperDrive™ 'tloppy which can
brilliant detail
read and write to 3:5" Macintosh, ··VideoRAM expansion to go from
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II disks 256 on-screen colors to over 32,000
•Seven built-in ports for easy
colors at one time on-screen
expandability

STYLEWRITER
INKJET TECHNOLOGY
360 DOTS PER INCH
•360 dots per inch resolution-greater than laser printers
•50 count cut-sheet feeder
•Prints on Letters, Legal,
Envelopes
•Built-in TrueType (no jaggies)

•

•
it

•
•
•

..

•True Letter Quality 24in Dot Matrix
•6ft parallel printer
cable included

~

•

•EZ SET operator panel ~·---~~
to set fonts, characters' ' per-inch, and margins
..._. •Paper feeds from Rear, Bottom, and Top
~ •Push & Pull tractor feeds
~ •Quiet Mode
~ •Paper parking

•

•

~ •Pre-Installed

~

..,,,,.,,f/ •Comes with all manuals
and disks
•Microsoft Windows 3.0
•DR DOS 6.0
~
....
•PFS Window Works
; ; ; . .J
~._... · r/JIF-~
-WordProcessor with Thes & SpellCheck
-Lotus 123 comaptible Spreadsheet
-dBase compatible Database
-Hayes compatible Communications
-Address Book, Label Maker, & More
•Logitech Series 14 Serial Mouse
•Norton Utilties 6.0 & More!

........_
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u c f comPUTfR S-l 0 R f
The UCF Computer Store is located across from CESA I and II (Engineering & Business), next to Biology. Our Store hours are Monday through Thursday8:30am to 4:30pm, and Friday
8:30am to 4:00pm. We accept cash, personal checks (up to $200.00), cashier's/tellers/certifed checks, VISA, MasterCard, and Discover. Important phone numbers: Apple Macintosh Sales
823-5434, Creative (100% IBM Compatible) Sales 823-5643, Sun Microsystems (including SPARCstations) Sales 823-5226, IBM Sales 823-5226. We offerfinancing through the UCF Credit
Union, IBM's PS/2 Loan for Learning, and Apple's new Loan Program. Please stop on by and visit our showroom and take a price list on any of our lines.
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•
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Organizers trim the fat out of ~eremony
by Jamie cane
EDITOR IN CHIEF

•

•

Graduation organizers
have made spring commencement atypical.
r.rhe contract signed Monday
moved graduation off campus for
the first time in UCFs history.
Barth Engert, chairman of
the commencement committee,
said that the primary reason for
clinchingthe deal with theArena
was space availability.
The Arena, with its 15,000 capacity, offers 10,100 more seats
that the 4,900 bleacher seats in
the on-campus UCF Arena.
In the three December ceremonies at the UCF Arena,
600-650 graduates attended
each ceremony and each
brought an average of six
guests. Engert said there
should have been plenty of
room for the estimated 3,600
at each ceremony but instead
"it seemed jammed packed."
He said, "Seating in the [UCF]
Arena is just not conducive to
this kind of program because of
the bleachers."
At the Orlando facility, 'There
is no limitforpeopletoattend,and
I hope we can always have it that
way," Engert said.
Although the seating will be
increased, Engert said it will
not be enough to seat the 2, 100
graduates expected wattend the
ceremony on the floor.
"There is not room on the

main floor for everyone to be want to give out their 15 passes.
Hitt said that paying to park
seated,butthereisenoughroom
for graduates' families in the should not be a factor in the
decision to change the location
stands," he said.
Steve Cox, events manager of graduation to the Orlando
for the Orlando Centroplex, Arena because it costs most
said the Orlando Arena will fit people just as much ifthey use a
extra students into extended toll road to get tO UCF.
Cox said the Arena usually
retractable seats on the side
accommodates high school
and added that there
graduations. This season
should be ample
e said it will host Lake
capacity .
Brantley, Lake Mary and
Although there
all Orange County high
will be plenty of room,
schaols' ceremonies.
Cox said that plans
He said: "I
should be made to
know that, at least
arrive early. The
with high schools,
doors will be
we are getting
opened one hour
more and more
before it starts.
positive
reStudents and
university per- ·
sponses. No restrictions makes it
sonnel will have
more and more atto pay a $4 parking
tractive."
fee, but parking
While it may
should not be a
be more attractive,
problem. Cox said
all of the City of
UCF has not yet
started any negoOrlando parking
facilities will be
tiations to hold
open.
other graduations
at the Orlando
As part of the
$11,742 contract for the
Arena..
IfUOF doesn't
use of the Orlando Arena, 100
free passes will be issued. Engert
it could be besaid 25 will be given to special cause of
theexclusivefood
guests such as the speakers who contract the Orlando Arena has
are primarily involved with the with Marvista Co.
ceremony.
Theuniversityusuallyprovides
The other 75 will be distrib- food for the faculty and platform
uted to the five college deans. party, butEngertsaidthatisprobEach dean may decide how they abiy a luxwytheceremonywill do

SUPPLIMENTAL
FROM PAGE 1

•

..

"Call Richard Crotty and complain to
him. He is the one who is not taking up
the proposal," Riordan said. "He is a
conservative Republican. He does not
want to raise taxes." The only way the
budget would pass through senate would
be if the constituents were complacent,
Riordan adde'd.
Bolte said that if the supplemental
budget passed, UCF would get the most
money out of the nine state universities.
"UCF wourd get funding for 68 new
positions, enrollment growth, and the
budget would restore the cuts that were
suffered through the reality budget,"
Bolte said.
John·Hitt, UCFsnewpresident, said
"UCFis historically underfunded, therefore, we would benefit more than any
other state institution."

without this year.
Some student organizations
have requested food for receptions, but Engert said the prices
are probably too high.
In years past, Coca-Cola and
Pepsi has donated complimentary drinks as a thank you to
UCF. Engert doesn't think that
will happen at this year.
The pomp and circumstance
of UCF graduation has also
changed. None of the ground
rules for spring commencement will be the same as in
past years.
At the smaller ceremonies in
the UCF Gymnasium and
Arena, students walked in while
friends and family applauded.
Now graduates will pick up
a name card at a table in the
concourse and go to assigned
seats. There will not be a processional of graduates. Only
the platform speakers, doctoral

candidates and faculty will
march into the ceremony
Graduates sit with othm·s
from their college, but they will
not enter or exit with th err...
Engert said this will eut
25 minutes of the estimated
three-hour event.
Engert said that so ('ar
2,100 graduates have said
they will attend the cererr cny
and 300 said they will not. :-le
expects the number t o rop
and wants to make adjustments if any change th,~ir
minds.
He said anyone . with a
change in plans should call
Martha Wells, graduation bUpervisor, at ext. 2842.
"What's going to be impor·
tant is that there is a smooth
ceremony," Engert said. He
said he hopes the event -...Jill
also smooth over everyone's
dissatisfaction.

However, without the supplemental
budget, the reality budget will force UCF
to cut 48 positions. "The positions are not
always filled, so UCF would most likely
not be able to hire graduate assistants or
adjuncts," Riordan said. Members ofthe
United Faculty ofFlorida said in a memo
that they will not support the reality
budget. The memo stated: "With the
reality budget, they will get what they
pay for- a deterioratingphysical plant,
decreased student access, faculty leaving for other states, low morale, insufficient resources for quality instruction
and research." The members say they
will support legislators who support
needed tax reform.
Riordan said in the overall perspective, if the reality budget passed, all 9 BREAK TIME
state universities would lose a total of
$43.9 million. However, if the supple- UCF student Nate Loucks, 20, waits with other spring breakers to get
mental budget passed, the state univer- into the MTV Break concert Friday. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)
sities would gain $106 million.
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Registration for summer classes

UCFpolicewrestledwithtwo in the parking lot with their
men after they resisted being cars. Dacosta got out of his car
pulled outofbushesnearCEBA and pushed the victim in the
at 4 a.m. March 8.
chest.
The police found burglary
He also hit her throat and
tools on the men, Jeffrey Sobek, pushed her in the car, according
20, andChadHartman,20.They to police reports.
had Indiana drivers' licenses and
•AUCFprofessorcame back
their car was covered with a tag from class and found the driver
"st.olenfromanothervehicleand . side ofhis car window smashed
placed over defendants plate t.o • March 3. -Police speculate that
hide the Indiana tag," according the window.was punched in with
a fist or a blunt object.
to the police report.
The men, who were standNothing was st.olen from the
ing near the buildvehicle.
• UCF police arrested
ing, hid in bushes
when they saw the
StevenJones,22,fordrivpolice coming.
ing a stolen.car from DolSobek hit on,e offilar Rent A Car on March
cer in the stomach []3~[]UJ([1: []3[fl 4. Jones had $130 worth
with his head and
- of parking tickets.
swung his arms t.o keep from
• Scott Lininger, 29, triggetting handcuffed, according gered the library gate alarm
to police reports.
on Feb. 26 when he tried to
The men tried to escape but walk out with cut out pages of
police captured them.
various library books and
The officers checked their magazines.
A library aid ran his license
possessions and found; a s~t of
five lock picks, a glass cutter, through the computer and disduct tape, a black crowbar, two covered that he was cbarged
pairs of gloves, a propane fuel for grand theft and failure to
tank, blow torch attachment, appear in court for committing
two screw drivers, a knife and a the same offense.
He was stopped on June 10
keyside of a lock from a door.
In other police news:
for trying to steal 500 pages·
II UCF student Alexander from 23 volumes of a collection .
1 acosta, 29, attacked a female
at the Central Library at
student in the parking lot on LaJolla, California.
March 3.
Lininger plans to attend UCF
The attack happened after in the fall.
the two students has a scuffie
• UCF student Matthew

Touch tone and telephone registration andADD/DROPbegins
March 23-27 and March 30-April 2. Calls wiU be accepted
between the hours of 13:00-22:00.
Walk-By and ADD/Drop registration begins:
March 25-26
9 a.m .. -12 p.m. and 14:00-18:00
March 27
9 a.m.-12 p.m. and 14:00-17:00
March 30-April2
9am.-12 p.m. and 14:00-18:00
April 3
9 a.m.-12 p.m. and 14:00-17:00

Zewalk broke a window in Polk
Hall with his fist on March 8.
Zewalk told police he had
been drinking at the Frat
House, a local bar, on that night
and when he got home he "felt r - -- -r---==========-====:;..;:;;;==:=;like punching something." He I
Optometrists
said he would pay for the broPharmacists
ken window.
Physician
Assistants
• Two golf carts were damaged between March 5 and 9.
The one golf cart issued
Plan a future that soars.
through UCF'sathleticdepartTake
your science-related degree
ment had its windshield
Air
Force, and become an
into
the
cracked. The other cart had a
officer
in
the
Biomedical Sciences
14-inch groove scratched in its
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grCMT
hood.
faster-you'll work with other dediJudith McGungle reported
cated professionals in a quality enviboth incidents t.o the police. Pororunent where your contributions
lice speculate that the mud on
are needed.
the vehicle may be sign that
In short, you'll gain more of everysomeone took the golf cart for a
thing that matters most to you. You
"joy ride."
and the Air force. Launch now-call
• Two computer keyboards
USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS
were stolen after · computers
TOIL FREE
were shipped to UCF on March
1-800-423-USAF
5 and 6.
Gordon Edwards told police
that half of the shipment of
computers were delivered on
March 5 and the other half
were delivered on March 6.
' He was matching up keyboards to monitors when he discovered two extended keyboards
Introduces
missing.
Edwards told police there
were no signs of forced entry
An interviewing packet
into the trailer.
containing the 10 successful steps needed

•'1

Job Search Services, Inc.
"The 10-Point Packet"

to ace the interoiew and get the job offer.

-Compiled by Jennifer Burgess

Plus: 10 Big time names

I

of tap recruiters in Central Florida.

Student Wellness Advocate Team prese_nts:

,'~·:~ ~

WELLNESS EXPO '92

/<~ ~:,l•)~ ·
.i//i'rrr·;':~lll
. ,.J1
...'. ·i;w::· ·~· is:.
_,... 1"::'.t~··
I~.
1

•. ·

111

I

So if you'r~ tired of not getting the job offer

and are losing it to somebody else, you owe it to
yourself to ACT NOW!
$4995 VALUE
SPECIAL INTRODUc'rORY Ol'PER

Send check or money order payable to:

Job Search Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 182208
Casselberry, FL 32713-2208

(Send check or money order for $32.95
covering shipping and sales tax.)
ALLOW 7 DAYS POR DELIVERY
MONliY BAO: GlJARANTl!I!

tllll DEvANEY'S lljll ,
SPORT's PuB & ·EATERY

I

"The Yard Club"

Party with us on

St. Patricks Day March 17
s
Q

~

Free Prizes
Free Buffet
Live Irish Music

(James Patrick Murphy)

• 12 Draft Beers
• 8 TV's
•Pool

•.Free Party Favors .•Darts
Discounts on all Irish Beer

•

@

11:00-3:00 Wednesday, March 25
. On the Green at UCF
Rain Date: Friday, March 27

679-6600
7660 University Blvd.
Gooding Shopping Center

•

•
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HITT
FROM PAGE 1
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The Best Summer Job
you'll ever have!
In your own hometown.
1-800-443-3059

r--------------------,
: Buy One, Get One 50% Off :
I
I

When you purchase one food item, receive the
second entree of equal or less value, for half price.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Please present coupon when ordering. Not,~a~d in combination with oth~~
I discounts
or special offers. No cash value .. Iurut 1 coupon per party per v151t.
I
f&
Valid only at the following Wag's:
1o615 E. C.Olonial
I
Union Park
I Expires April 30, 1992
Phone ahead for pickup 281-1344 .J
L

WatJ

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

.

.

--------------------

1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

)

SEEKING KUWAITI STUDENT
WHO MAY BE INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING
IN A BUSINESS VENTURE IN KUWAIT
Contact Michael Miller: Tel. 859-8638

then you can argue that they
don't really know their goals,"
Hitt said.
Hitt said the top goal of his
administration will be to make
UCF "America's leading partnership university." He said he
will seek more ties with businesses, industries and non-profit
organizations.
One goal Hitt hopes to accomplish in the comingmonths,
and one he truly enjoys, is having fund raisers.
"It [fund raising] gives the
community a chance to help a
worth while cause while giving
the opportunity to be part of
something really first rate, he
said. ''People say that you should
give 'til it hurts - I say you
should give 'til it feels good."
According to Hitt's expected
proposal, UCF will also become
more "inclusive and diverse" by
offering more opportunities for
women, non-traditional students and minorities as well as
educating all students about
international matters.
Part ofthe focus ofthe plan will
strengthen the undergraduate
program as well as graduate and
research programs, but Hitt said
improvements will have to remain
realistic because "UCFisnot large
enough or funded enough."
State budget cuts have already demanded some of the
expertise he gained from the
severe budget cuts in his last job
as interim president of the Uni-

versity of Maine.
He said that hope to combat
Florida's budget crunch may lie
in the supplemental budget that
is being tossed around the state
legislature.
"UCF is historically
underfunded and it would benefit more than any other university," he said. UCF would
gain 68 positions based on increased enrollment.
.
He recognizes that the resources he may need to get UCF
back Qn track might have to be
compromised.

"It's very easv to talk about
resources when you have them"
Hitt said.
"I like to caution people to
remember the difference between a wish and a plan. If
they wish not much changes.
The ideas are out there if you
can just find the right people.
Some are students and some
are administrators who come
to work wearing a coat and tie
every day."·
Hitt said he wants to be the
kind of president who comes up
with plans that work.

I

FULL MENU DELIVERY
STUDENT
LEGAL SERVIC-ES

e}
PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH
ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LANDLORD{l'ENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC &
UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS CAN
RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF
CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:

CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY· FRIDAY 8AM-5PM
Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the
Student Government Association

• Fresh Salads
• Hot Oven Subs
• Great Pizza
• Authentic Italian Dinners

Call
282-0505
Limited Delivery Area

---------------r-------------$1.00 OFF

1

Any Large Hot Oven Sub l
•Not Valid With Any Other Offer.1. Limit One Coupon Per Order.

I

$1.000FF
Greek Salad For 2
•Not Valid Wtth Any Other Offers. Limit One Coupon ?er Order.

---------------1-~-------------

2 Large 1 Item Pizzas
for $13.95
•Not Valid With Any Other Offer.1. Limit One Coupon Per Order.

1

2 Spaghetti Dinners
.
W/Salad & Bread $7.49

I

•Not Valid With Any Other Offers. Limit One Coupon Per Order.

I
I

---------------~---------------

FREE Breadsticks
w/any orderover $10.00

I

l

2 Large Subs
for$ 7.99

The Ce~tral Florida Futur~
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Make graduation
decisions before
students make plans

•
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o all of the graduating seniors and their
families we would just like to send our
heartfelt apologies for the tradition we used
to call commencement.
Most students dream of the day when all of their
many painstaking hours of studying pay off and
they can make their families proud by finally
becoming a college graduate.
UCF, the school that maybe does stand for U
Can't Finish, has some 22,000 students working
toward this goal.
Until last year, students understood that meant
a small ceremony in the gym. Then, former President Steve Altman promised that the new multimillion dollar ~na would be the sight of graduation.
Then again, nothing ever turns out the way it's
planned at UCF.
Last summer and fall, multiple graduations
were held in the FieldhouselArena. The summer
ceremonies had fewer _people and problems, but
the fall ones were chaos because of overcrowding.
So the powers that be went back to the drawing
board... too late.
In case you got too confused by it all, we thought
we'd outline what we like to call ~'Graduation
Garbage." (See related stories on pages one and
three.)
First of all, the date of graduation has been
bounced back andforth more than personal checks
in Congress.
Cross your fingers, but right now.they have set
the C..1te for Saturday, May 2.
1"'h ey had originally wanted to have it on Saturday because Interim President Robert Bryan
wanted to make it more convenient for friends and
relatives who have to work.
The Saturday date was reserved at the Orlando
Arena because James Brown (aka Mr. "I ·Feel
Good'') was performing. Now, Mr. Brown may
move his concert to our territory.
Confused yet?
Anyway, graduation organizers claim that the
Orlando Arena is a better sight because of space
and will cut out the need for three ceremonies.
They say the change will cause the least amount of
problems for the graduates and still retain the
dignity of the event.
·
Some may see this as a flimsy excuse for them
not wanting to be inconvenienced by conducting
three ceremonies and it very well could be.
The real point is that ifthe date, time or location
of the event was to be changed, it should have been
confirmed before the semester started.
From a student standpoint the·most frustrating
thing is not that they are changing the location or
the date ofcommencement, itis that they are doing
it with less than a month and half notice.
As for having the ceremony on the weekend,
that is probably a good idea, but just make that
idea public so that enough notice is given.
lfwe have to fill out an intent to graduate form
early, then the least the university can do is
schedule the even~ven if it means going the
extra mile or postponing changes until the following semester.
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LETTER

FROM

TH E

PRESIDENT

Greetings! It is good to be here at long last to begin my service at UCF. I am pleased, honored and
hµmbled to have been chosen as UCF's fourth president.
My wife, Martha, and I have been overwhelmed by the warm, generous hospitality we have reooived from
UCF and the entire Central Florida oommunity. We look forward to getting to know you and working with you
to make UCF the great university it can be. One thing you will lrorn about us quickly is that we like students.
While the duties of the presidency will often take me into the community and beyond, I know that my
greatest pleasures and deepest satisfactions will come from my work right here on campus. I want UCF
to be exemplary in the way it meets students' needs.
Limitatio~s on resources will sometimes prevent us from doing all the things we would like to do, but
we .can always listen to students and stri.ve to improve our performance. Working with Student
Government and student organizations, we can identify priorities and use our resources wisely to
address them. Your participation and support will make these efforts effe'ctive.
Working together, we can make UCF America's premier metropolitan university. That's a challenge
worthy of our best efforts. I hope you share my enthusiasm for the task.
Cordially yours,

. John C. Hitt

President

Innocence torn apart by the crowd
, Eddie Offe,.111ann·
NAMELESS CITY

T

he thin fingers roll through threads and baubles,
touching the weaves and knits, floating, gliding
through the silks and lifting fruit to ear and nostril.
Narrow eyes search for beauty, appendages prodding the
texture for something smooth and soft and pleasant. A little
life, a little death and the merchants pursue their peddling.
More thin fingers slide to hair and eyes, prying the cloth that
confines and conceals. They lift, with tearing, the filmy satin
beneath to lay open the bare and frightened harvest that
resists their every touch.
Another layer of the veil is stripped aside, but now we see
another scene. Again the merchants, now by the thousands, lift high their singular ware. "A sphere of wonder,"
some say, "a black beast," cry others, but all "forever to
keep and share!" The people, ~n masse, are driven to buy
these things the merchants adore, bibelots and·gewgaws;
trinkets and toys, a generous helping and more. A girl
stands apart, alone amid the bustle, somehow unaffected.
She spies, set aside, a wrinkled old man whose eyes
beckon her nearer. The noise of the whorl stills as she
steps into his stall to see what pretty things he holds, but
somehow he captures her, by heart if not by body, and
draws her to·himself, sitting down. Slowly, in the shat-
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teredyoice of the aged, he begins to murmur into her hair.
"My little dear," he says, "your innocence has captivated me. You stand in the market and stare as if the ·
world has never touched you. You feel that you observe,
and in observing are not a part, and that is the innocence
that compels me to become your benefactor. You see, I hold
the essence of what all the merchants can sell, and it shall
be yours for free."
As the old man spoke, the stall around grew dim, then
faded; the world was silent and 2,000 eyes gazed at
Innocence. "These eyes around," the old man said, "await
your every delicate motion. You see, they know the gift I
offer, its benefits and harms, and how it has destroyed
innocence before. The gift is one all mankind possess. You
see, one time there was only one such gift, but in time it
has been exchanged, bit and parcel by bit and parcel, 'til
all have held it for themselves. It changes one, for better
or worse; it changes one forever."
The little girl's eyes grew large in wonder at the old man's
wo~ds and she looked up into his eyes, waiting for him to say
more, but now the old man only sat and waited, then stood
to walk away. "Old man, wait," the little girl cried, smiling
expectantly, thinking the elderly peddler had been forgetful.
He paused, then gestured and turned as her face dis~mlved into pain and confusion. As a chorus, the 2,000 eyes
closed on her and their voices together proclaimed, "Mankind is a gallery ofmerchants and their only product is pain."
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Man's banishment to his castle well worth the hassle
Ed.Bowes
EXTRAPOLATE HO .

N
I

,

>

ot too long ago, I was puttering around my
home doing my own thing, when the phone
suddenly rang. It was an old friend of mine
who I hadn't gotten together with in quite while. I
had seen him a year ago at his wedding.
He had made the decision to get hitched; and oh,
how he was chided for it! His buddies (myself included) used to jokingly tell him how much he'd live
to regret it and the sort.
Well, when answering the phone, I was greeted
with a desperate cry: "I'M REGRETIIN IT, MAN!"
This half-drunken soul had been kicked out of his
castle (home) by the Mrs. to make room for her 10
girlfriends from the work place. They were having
some kind of party to make plans to have a party to
plan for an upcoming company party. My friend
knew this party business was going to last well over
a month and was livid over the prospect of being
kicked out of his castle from time to time in the weeks
to come.

a

SAMMY SLOTH

Actually, from what is to be understood about
marriage, this is nothing out of the ordinary.
From there, he began to assert half-stupored
questions concerning one ofGod's creations: "These
damn women! Why in the hell did God create
women! Everything was fine until all these women!
God damn women .... "
Knowing this friend was too blitzed to remember
anything told him anyway, I delivered a defense for
God's creation. Surprisingly, some pretty logical and
sound reasoning came forth (which sometimes happens when talking to drunk people).
First and foremost, it's obvious why G-Od created
woman. When He looked down upon Earth, He saw
Adam running amongst all the tigers and elephants,
just like a wild animal. This didn't cut it. After all,
God created man in His own image and having Adam
running around all day with wild animals was of no
justice to the Creator, or His creation. So, in order to
elevate man out of his wild and hedonistic plain of
e:Xistence, God created woman.
God . created woman to domesticate the wild
animal in man. Woman would give man a home
and children to _protect and raise. fu so doing,

woman gives man something to live for, a position
in life, a higher calling. It's too bad not all men
answer this calling (there are those who claim they
are "men" but are really something else).
By taklng a rib from Adam, God created a backbone for mankind. Through woman, children are
raised and cared for. Through woman, man is raised
and cared for. From a woman's breast, the most
fragile infant draws vital nourishment for survival
and comfort. Ona woman's breast, a man lays his most
weary head, for continuance and encouragement.
If it weren't for woman, man would still be running around like a wild animal. When you think
about it, man is stijl like a wild animal, until he finds
a woman to marry and domesticate him. And imagine: if it weren't for woman, there might be nothing
but men running around, which would make for a
rather queer, uncouth and very unkosher world.
So getting back to this half-drunken friend, he
simply had tp be told to chill out. After all, getting
banished from your castle a few times during the
month by the Mrs. is probably a small price to pay. A
small price to pay, when given more than just tigers
and elephants to live for.
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Mystery Brassiere currenfiy under obseIVation _b y DEC
Dave Barry
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES ~~___:._ ~:....
n this crucial election year, with the nation's
economic future hanging in the balance, it is more
vital than ever that you, the American voters, be
informed ofrecent developments concerning the qiant
Mystery Zebra Mussel Brassiere.
As you no doubt recall, we recently reported that the
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation was trying to determine the ownership of a
very large brassiere that had been pulled out of Lake
Ontario with a colony of zebra mµssels clinging to it.
Zebra mussels are a new environmental menace that is
spreading around the country at an alarming rate,
similar to law school graduates except that they·(the
graduates) have no formal code of ethics.
When we last reported on this story, the DEC had
the Mystery Brassiere under observation, with no clue
as to who the owner was, except that she'd never need
a life preserver, if you get our drift.
Shortly after our report appeared, we received a
letterfromaMr. BobissacsofTonawanda,N.Y., who
claims that "the bra in question probably belongs to
my friend Candy." Mr. Issacs states that in the
summer of 1989, he and Candy were in a small
motorboat of the Erie Canal and Niagra River, and
"to make a long story short, her brassiere found its
way onto my head."
By way of supporting (Ha ha!) evidence, Mr. Issacs
enclosed a color photograph that clearly shows him
driving a small motorboat while wearing a brassiere
the size of two regulation beach umbrellas on his head.
As a taxpayer, you have to ask yourself why the U.S.
Coast Guard is fritteri.Ilg away its resources guarding
the coast when this kind of activity is taking place on
our inland waterways.
Anyway, Mr. Issacs states that eventually the brassiere was lost overboard, and he theorizes that it was
carried downstream to Lake Ontario, where the zebra

I

raffled off. "One man told me that he was going to put
it on his boat as a sail and it could have blown off," Miss
Heart points out. ·
./' ·~
·we have here a photograph of Miss· Heart, and we
· \\\\\~· \: ·
1
~®~tli . ~~
~II no~e for .the record that the bra~siere she is wear1}, r1.. ; mg, a size tnple-M, makes the brassiere on Mr. Issacs'
j~ ·!I'- ~ i . head look like it belongs to Rainbow Brite.
~..' \JW..~. \~
So we called up Gerard C. LeTendre, who, as the
1
· : JI~ 1r · ·
Supervisory Aquatic Biologist at the New York State
·Department of Environmental Conservatio:ii'~ Cape
Vincent Fisheries Research Station, is responsible
for keeping an eye on the brassiere. He was aware of
Miss Heart's claim, and in fact had seen a photograph of her.
"This is a big brassiere," he said, ''but it would be a
tight fit, getting her into it."
. We told Mr. LeTendre about Mr. Isaacs' letter, and
he con.finned that it was biologically possible for Candy's
brassiere to have drifted down into Lake Ontario. ·
"That's just as logical as anything else," he said.
So it look~ as though the only way we're going to get
mussels, often referfed to by marine biologists as 'The
to the bottom of this thing, as a nation, is to have the
Lingerie Perverts of the Deep," got hold of it.
Judging from the fact that his letter was neatly Senate Judiciary Committee hold live televised heartyped, we decided that Mr. Issacs ·was a reliable jour- ings, featuring probing cross-examinations of the varinalism source, and we were willing to consider the ous claimants by Sen. Ted Kennedy, and culminating
Mystery Brassiere case solved. But just then, without in a dramatic courtroom-style reenactment of the mowarning, we received a flood of letters from alert torboat incident wherein the Mystery Brassiere is
readers drawing our attention to a new report in The placed on the head of Sen. Orrin Hatch. Wouldn't that
Watertown CN.Y.) Daily Times written by Christopher be great, voters?
Of course the1·e could be problems. There is the
_Taylor, who has been covering this story like shrink
wrap, and who should, in our opinion, win a Pulitzer danger that the mussels, upon exposure to the WashPrize in the prestigious Bivalve-Encrusted Undergar- ington humidity-which is actually denser than Lake
Ontario-would escape from the bra and multiply like
ment Reporting category.
The story, headlined STRIPPER CLAIMS OWN- crazy, spreading into vital government agencies such
ERSHIP OF ZEBRA MUSSEL BRASSIERE, states· as the Bureau of Unintelligible Prose, attaching themthat a striptease dancer named "Busty Heart," from selves in the overwhelming quantities to filing cabinets
Norway, Maine, claims that she recognized the Mys- and duplicating machines and slower-moving federal
employees. The entire government could grind to a halt
tery Brassiere from a newspaper photograph.
"That's my bra," she is quoted as saying. She states until the Pentagon could gear up to move in there with
that she wore it for an appearance last April at Lou's Emergency Tactical Field Brassieres. It's a chance
Cordial Lounge in Rochester, N.Y., where the bra was we're willing to take.
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GREEK CORNER
DELTA TAU DELTA
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity
hopes everyone had a fun and safe
Spring Break '92
1992 Year of the Delt

March 17. 1992

OUTLANDERS
OUTLANDERS meeting every Tuesday,
4pm @Arboretum. SC 217 Come and
find out about fishing trip & cookout
March 21, Canoeing March 28, Picnic
April 4, and More!
ATIENTION: Please DO NOT PLACE
ANY ADVERTISEMENTS OR FLYERS
ONTHECENTRALFLORJPAFUTURE
NEWSPAPER STANDS!!! If anyone's

DELTA UPSILON
ad or flyer is found anywhere on the
Welcome back from Spring Break! Hope• stands, you will be notified only ONCE
everyone had a great time. Reminder- and then charged and billed for the full
Floor Hockey Tonight. We need page ad rate - $420!!!
EVERYBODY to be there.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Welcome back everyone. Hope you had
a blast. Did anyone do community service in the Keys? Softball & hockey
games today. Dinner tomorrow@ 6:00.
Seven weeks 'til AXA Weekend!

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Welcome back to recovery week Brothers & Pledges, the Keys were great.
Lookers are large now. Time to get back
on track. SIG~EP

CLUB INFO
STUDENT VETERANS' ASSOC.
will meet at 6pm on Friday March 20th
for a social meeting. Every other Friday
formats alternate between business and
social. Join us if you are interested in
increasing UCF's awareness of veter. ans and promoting the overall well-being of all veterans and their family members. For more info. call Scott at x-2707/
380-6084

FOR SALE

Female roomate wanted for new house·
near campus. $225 & 1/3 utilities. Call
36·5-2940. Available April 1st.
Single non smk parent looking for samhare new 3BR Lake Home Ten Minutes from UCF $400 Mth 672-2838

FOR RENT
Large 212 w/Private Balcony or Patio,
Large Kitchen; walking Distance to UCF.
Please ask about our Move-in Special
282-5657
*Sherwood Forest* ·
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc:
657-1967
Near School In Sussex Place Spacious
3Bdrm/2Bth $550/mo.+$250 Dep. Ask
about Special 381-9228
212 apt across from UCF. W/D, fans,
dishwasher, c/h/a. $450. 365-7532.

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

1

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

! ed Openings Call 671-4111
King Size Oak Waterbed, New Mattress
& Heater. (8) Drawer Pedestal & Mirrored Headboard. Asking $500
OB0Ph#275-9721

ATIENTION: Excellent Income
for home assembly work. INFO. 504646-1700. DEPT. P307

Tandy 1000 EX, 5 1/4, 3.5, DMP130
Printer Modem, Color Monitor, 2 Joysticks, Memory Exp Card, Printer Case,
Plenty of Software, $900 080 277-0998
or xO 123 ask for BW

NEED EXTRA MONEY?
Call Tim Webber Catering Today We
are hiring interested service and bartenders-Call 246- 7300 to set up an
interview

Computer;IBM Compatible 286,Prowordperfect, graphics complete w/desk
Steal it $625 offer 365-3420

Bob Knight Photomarketing, inc, is looking for part time photographers/helpers.
A professional appearance and attitude
is required. Must be willing work nights
and weekends. Call (407)896-6982 for
interview.

ROOMMATES

Female Roommate Wanted- $163 per
month. Own Bedroom and Full Bath. 5
miles from UCF at Woodlands Apts . Pay
only Phone & Electric! Lighted Racquetball, Tennis Courts, and Pool, Laundry
PHI DELTA THETA
facilities
on premises. Please Call! 275Hey Damian, remember-etiquette .
sucks! Defy conventional wisdom and 9721
have white wine with your steak! Phi
Delt hockey & softball teams are on a Fem Roommate Needed ASAP to share
roll, "$". Hope everyone had a good 2bd/2ba near UCF. $245 + 1/2 util $100
time during break. John E., thanks for dep Call Tammy 366-2693 M-Th
the Keys connection. Congrats to all
new officers and good luck to whoe.ver Roommate needed to share townhouse
gets to do this job cause I am out of Large Bdrm., own Bthrm., W/D, Pool,
Tennis. $300/mo. Call 380-7531 .
ideas and out of here! RTB!

Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Hope everyone hada great Spring Break!
Thanks for everyone's extra effort with
the Speaker Gala, especially Doreen &
Tania! Three more weeks until ... ! Get
psyched!!

Don't be an unhappy whopper flopper .

I Part-Time Help Wanted 4 miles from
UCF Flexible hrs. AIR-CONDITIONED
I Office, Earn $4.35 to $9.00 hour. Limit-

82 Datsun 310GX, hatch back, 5 speed,
tinted windows, am/fm radio. Reliable,
Great for student. $600/080. 679-4214
after 5 or leave message.

HELP WANTED
I

RPS needs P!J Package Handlers from
3-7am $7 per hr Call 297-3715
Make up to $5000/mo. or more recording video ~ssette tapes. FREE DETAILS! CALL TODAY! (813) 852-8837 (Ext JH 13)
PLASMA DONORS SAVE LIVES
Earn up to $100 per month for 2 visits
per week/New donors or absent for six
months bring this ad for $5 bonus/Student appointments avail. Smoke Free
Environment'Community Bio-Resources Inc. 1122 W. Church St. Orlando
841-2151 Mon-Thur6:30-6:00 Fri6:304:00 Sat 6:30-12:00
$$ CLUB JUANA $$
HAVE FUN-GET FIT-MAKE$$
Come see the new tropical art deco
surroundings of FL's most exotic show
club. Benefits: full workout room, tanning bed, shower, & jacuzzi. Professional make-up/hair stylist available. Full
liquor + gourmet menu. Will train. Must
be 18. Call Mr. Green at 831-7717.
Summer internship available! Gain practical management experience in your
hometown. All majors may apply Call
now 1-800-443-3059.

Fast*Protessional*Accurate

LOW COST.WORD PROCESS SERVICE:
no job is too large or too small,
1-2 cents/word,
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL, 24 HRS,
407-423-8078.

KCO INC Typing/WP/OP/$1.50-$2.00
7440 University Blvd-Ca!l 678-6735

Immediate openings! Campus reps for
The Works Corp. $6/hr, flexible hours.
Must be outgoing and self motivated.
Gall 823-4365 NOW!

AUTOS

RESUMES-Typeset by pro Graphic Artist. FREE grammar/spell check $16.50/
pg. 3 mi. from UCF 672-2887.

Single parent looking for live in student
to care for children new 3BR Lakefront
home 672-2838

Word Express Etc. Student Discounts
Term Papers Reports Theses
Resumes
HP Letter Quality Laser Printing
Longwood/Altamonte Area 767-9603

WANTED

Word Processing Word Perfect 5.0 Student Documents Call Patti 679-4595

Skater's Half-Pipe Call Lori 678-5348
Leave Message

TUTORS
French Tutoring Helen 282-7428

SERVICES

PERSONALS

Money for College-Guaranteed!! Undergrad, grad, athletic funding searches.
Call 1-800-669-9419.

Conway & Engineer,
See? I said I would. Now do you guys
feel special? From the "Reason Why
You Joined the Society"

TYPISTS
*THORNTON DESIGN GROUP.:C
Call 382-0190
WORD PROCESSING-$3.00/page
DESKTOP PUBLISHING-$10/pg & up
Spellcheck .:C Proof Session

*** WP, EDmNG: APA, MLA, etc.
366-()538

Stussy,
How many women did you find this
break? A special one? What? Still need
my help? No? Wow! Good going! Fill
mein! Kelly
Chris, come dance w/ me! U tickle my
Shamrock. Come to the SAC @ 8pm
w/ me tonight for the St. Patty's Day
Dance. We should dance in public more
often. PS you look hot in green. PAT
DANETIE, Although I had to do what I
did, I am sorry B

MINI CLASSIFIED .FORM·
$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1.50 per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds
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TOTAL COST:
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Modem rendition of 'Midsummer' proves timeless
Orlando. Prices range from $5
to $25, although students and
The romance of "Romeo and senior citizens may purchase
Juliet" and a contemporary tickets for $4, $9 or $24.
American version
"At this point
of "A Midsummer ~~~~~~~~~ we are about 58
Night's Dream"
th' k th "'
·
percent sold,"
highlight the Or"1 in
at 'S gomg Jones said. This
landoShakespeare
to be extremely
figure includes
Festival as it enexciting."
nearly 90 percent
ters its third year.
of 5,000 tickets
donated to chariLast year Richard Coe, drama
-"Peg Jones tiesthroughcorpoMARKETING DIRECTOR
rate sponsors. The
critic emeritus for
the Washington
festival offices are
Post, said that the
distributing the
festival ''breaks new ground for donated tickets to a number of
an American Shakespeare low and middle income schools
as well as Headstart,
group."
The festival, conceived and Alzheimer'sRespiteCare,AIDS
founded by Dr. Stuart Omans of Resource and Education AssisUCF's English department, re- tance and Boys and Girls Clubs.
ceives about 40 percent of its
This year's production of
_ funding through the university, "RomeCl and Juliet" is being
according to Peg Jones, director sponsoredbya$25,000giftfrom
offestival marketing and public the national law firm ofBaker &
relations.
Hostetler, Jones said.
Although "Romeo and Juliet"
The month-long event officially opens this Friday with was originally scheduled to be_
''The Tragedy of Romeo and directed by Omans, it is now
Juliet" and will continue until under the leadership of Peggy
April 19.
Shannon,anactresswhotrained
· Performances are given at the in London and has been a theatWalt Disney Amphitheater at rical director for the past seven
Lake Eola on Wednesday years. She is the Associate Prothrough Sunday with the shows ducing Director of L. A Theatre
alternating days. This year two Works and is scheduled to die
1 p.m. matinees are set for rect a pilot for King Television.
March 28 ("Romeo and Juliet") She is also preparing to serve as
and April 12 ("A Midsummer producer for an upcoming Fox
Night's Dream"). Tickets are on Television series.
sale through Ticketmaster or
"Our rendition of 'Midsum- the OSFbox office in downtown mer' is thoroughly mode~ this
by Bill Cushing

<.

Awakening to find himself transformed, Bottom (Devon Schumacher) is in a quandry
in "A Midsummer Night's Dream." Classic love is timeless. Matthew Mabe and Lisa
Colbert play lovers in "The Tradgedy of Romeo and Juliet." <Photos by Michael Glantz>
year," Jones said. "It's set in
1992. I think that's going to be
extremely exciting."
That show is being directed
by Robert Hall, returning after directing last year's ·
"Twelfth Night."
This is not the first time that
Florida
groups
have
contemporized the works of
Shakespeare. For years Dr. ·
Pamela Hanks, formerly with
the University ofNorth Florida,
injected modem settings, costumes anddialogue intothe classical themes ofthe Bard ofAvon.
Hall brings 14 seasons of
directoral experience working
with classics and modern drama.
His eye as a former artist for

Marvel Comics should come in Midsummer Night's Dream"
handy in this version of"A Mid- will be previewed with "Romeo
summer Night's Dream" that and Juliet" following on Thursincludes a hard-hatted Bottom day evening. Both shows will
and, according to a story in begin at 8 p.m.
Sunday's Orlando Sentinel, ''will
not be set in 16th-century En:
gland, where it was written, or
in ancient Greece, where the
play is supposed to take place.
[Instead it] will be set in the
here and now, in a city called
Lake Eola."
For students interested in a
real deal, the OSF office is giving "preview" performances of
the two·shows over the next two
evenings for a general admission price of $2.
On Wednesday evening "A

THE PLACE TO BE TONIGHT IS •••
THE WILD PIZZA

MOVIE
Boyz N' the
Hood .
6:30 & 9:00
March 15 • SAC

CHILDREN'S
MOVIE
JETSONS: The

Movie
1:00 & 3:00
March 19 • SAC

(
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• ChurchStreetStation'sAnnual
St. Patrick's Day Street Party
f -Advanceticketsaleswillbenefit the March of Dimes. $14.

Friday, March 20
• • • • • • • • • • •• •
Winter Park Sidewalk Art Festival -through March 22. Central Park and Park Avenue,
downtown Winter Park. Free
admission.

St. Patrick's Video Dance Party
•-Sp.m.-12 a.m. SAC.
John Anderson - 9 p.m.
Sullivan'sTrailway Lounge. $10
J general, $7 Sullivan's members.

Powwow - from 6 p.m. Also
from9:30am.March21and22 .
Presented by Oklawaha Band
of Seminoles. Cox Osceola Indian Reservation, Orange
Springs. $2 adults, $1ages6-12.
(904) 546-1386.

Wednesday, March 18

•••••••••••••

Lov~Tractorwith the Verlaines

and Will & the Bushmen - 9
, p.m. Beach Club. $5 advance,
$7 at the door.

Ceilidh - 7:30 p.m. Scottish music, dance and food, sponsored by
MountDoraSisterCitiesAssociation. Chili Rudu, south of Mount
DoraonOldU.S.Highway441.$6
at the door.

RootBoySlim-9:30p.m.Junk
''Yard. $5 at the door.

Thursday, March 19

•••••••••••••

Spectacular Knights Talent
Showcase - 8 p.m. SCA

5

1 2
1 9
2 6

1 3
20
27

30

Otis Day & the Knights with
Cannibal&theHeadhunters9:30 p.m. Junk Yard. $10 advance,
$12 day of show.

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

11

March 21. Junk Yard. $3 at
the door.
Or l an d o Shak espeare Festival
- presenting "Romeo and
Juliet" March 20-April 19 and
"AMidsummerNight'sDream"
March 21-April 18. Walt
Disney Amphitheater, Lake
Eola Park, downtown Orlando.
$5-$25 general; $4-$24 students and seniors.

Saturday, March 21

•••••••••••••

FloridaSymphony Qrchestra-1
and2:30p.m. "Symphony Safari."
Central Florida~. $5 adults, $3
age 60 and over, $2 ages 3-12.
"Jetsons"-1and3 p.m. SAC.
Carman- 7 p.m. OrlandoArena
Free, with offering to be taken.
Patti LaBelle with comedian
KatsyChappal- 7:30p.m. Carr

~ Wecanhelp
~ youfind

MONEY

FOR

COLLEGE

Every Student is Eligible
for Financial Aid
• Compr91wNlve DNibue - tHfll 200.000
listJnr;JS represent OYer $10 biUion in pnva1e
secv lananaal lid.
• Eay To UM -we maid\ ~ s1Udenls ID
awards based on inlormlltlon prOYldllC;I
indudinQ career plans. tamily
lnCI
academic lnlllfests.

Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.

.

henlaoi.

• Unique Awwd• - our research depattnenl
has localed sdlolarshos tor goll caddies.
lell·har-ded studerU, ct.erte8ders.
n:n-smokers. and more.
• GLm,.ntM - we will find 11 le&Sl seven
scuc:es ol private sedor fnarcial ad.
_ a we will ntluid yos money.

For more information and our FREE
brochure, please complete and mail
the coupon below.
~llfal

t11Utl(i:~41n/

•

~.

1; s{)metimes road trip~ can be a 1-ittle more adventurous than you
... ...

_

S9WO Uo ~Gr·'·:-·~ ~

~~

::.

~

--~"""""""'--~~-··

expect them to he. \X'hich is why you should always pack your AT&T Galling Card_ D

I

f>lease ~end FREE scholarship
information to:

I_.._
I AOlhu
I ,._
I_,

·

I

I

s.i·-~-

I v.w " 5dlocl
I Phon9( )_ _ _ _ _ __
I Mail To:
I
C.F.S.F.
I
P.O. Box 948257
Maitland, FL32794-8257
I 1.aoo-434-1165(ext.a183)

I
I
I
I
:

I
I
~I

L- __ ~°.!l,!2.!:!!~ ___ ~

Its all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. Ifs the least

M.G.
expensi\·e \\'~1y to ctll state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now,

INSURANCE
AGENCY

Tired of Paying High
Premiums?

you could also get IO'\, h a c k . on all the loi1g distance calls you make with

Call us for a FREE QUOTE.
We're at your service
24 hours a day , 7days a week

ALL INSURANCE

your card~ D The AT&T Calling Card** It's t_he hest route

t(~

vvherever you're going.

NEEDS

We' re the Family that c.ares
DON'T WAIT UNTIL

~ORROW,

IT MAY BE TOO LATE.

Call more, save more with an AT&T Calling Card.
Call 1 800 65~-0-!71, Ext. 5915.
·Must make at :east S30 worth of ATO. T Long Distance Calls" th yO.J' AT&T Card oer aua,ter Ca·ts covered by special
AT&T pricing plans are not included
• · 1~ ~~2t~9r'&.{ampus r~s1de11ts 'Tlay !l .i.:e 1.Jirec• a ·ale::! ca'" .J::.·'lg U"••er» ty ar•.:: A;&T ACUS '' SP"11ce

1

Special rates for young drivers

862-5554
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'Animal's' Otis has his Day
by Bill CUshing
Take a note: Shama-Lang-aDing-Dong.
Otis Day and the Knights,
one of America's most durable
rock 'n' roll acts for nearly a
decade, is coming to Orlando for
a one-night stand this Thursday evening at Casselberry's
blues club, the Junkyard.
Otis is actually Dwayne Jessie,
anactorwhoplayedtheleadsinger
for the Knights. The "group,"
formed specifically for the movie
"Animal House," was propelled to
national prominence with its appearance in the 1978 movie.
Since 1984 the band has been

traveling the nation, perfomring
and playing at numerous festivals, street fairs, spring break
shows and clubs. Two years ago,
the band appeared at Orlando's
Disney World for a New Year's
Eve show along with Devo and a
resurrected Village People.
AcrordingtoMitchellKarduna,
theband'sagent,OtisDayandthe
Knights are now on the road constantly, with much interest in the
"bandcomingfromoollegestudents.
'There were schoolsalloverthe
counbythatcontactedouragency
looking for this group wperform,"
Karduna said. 'Theyusuallydo 10
(shows) a month, or maybe more.
Theyre on the road all the time."

The group's Orlando appearance comes after a two-day stint
in the Daytona-Melbourne area.
And the Junkyard appearance is being staged partially
for college students. Tickets are
$10 in advance or $12 at the
door, but students purchasing
tickets from the Junkyard anytime before 7 p.m. Thursday will
pay only$8.
Show time is scheduled for
9:30p.m. with opening act Cannibal and the - Headhunters.
Additionally, the Junkyard is
presenting Root Boy Slim
("Boogie Till You Puke") on
Wednesday evening for $5.
Worth every penny.

AHEAD

eral, $10 seniors (matinees only)
and $7 students.

FROM PAGE 11
Performing Arts Centre. $25.
"Bill Batchelor Road" - 8 p.m.
Act Out Thetre production of
Robert Patrick one-act comedy.
8 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays
through March 28. Phoenix at
Aloma. $4 and $5.
"They're Playing Our Song" - 8
p.rn. IceHouse Players production
ofMarvin Hamlisch-CaroleBayer
Sager-Neil Simon musical about
two songwriters whose love affair
gets in the way. Also 2 p.m. Sunday, 8 p.m. March 21, 27, and 28
andApril3 and 4,2p.m.March22,
28 and 29 and April 5. IceHouse
Theatre, Mount Dora. $12 gen-

•....-.

lffiii~ffiii~ffiij~Ej~~E.i~ffi§~i§~ii~ii~iil~ii~Eiiiijif:im""-----.~·~·~·..-·············~-~.~.~

NatalieCole-8p.m. ~ Cent.er. $22.50 and $35.

Reggae Soca Jam with Carl &
Carol Jaoobs and the Islander
Band and DJ Uncle D.J. Marriott
Hot.el, International Drive. $10
advance (at Central F1orida Caribbean businesses), $12 at door.

Sunday, March 22

• ••••••••••••

"Heavy Metal" p.m.SAC.

6:30 and 9

Monday, March 23

•••••••••••••

Spectacular Knights Miss UCF
Pageant- 8 p.m. SCA

1
•••••••••••••••••••

HEADS
EAST.
.
HAIRSTYLING
STYLE CUT

100/o STUDENT DISCOUHT •
WITH THIS AD
•

$995

•
•
•
•
•

••
Appt. or Walk In •
•

• Professional Stylists
• Walmart Center

•• 10661 E. Col. Dr.

2~2-1754:

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • c ••

Special student offer:
venge~ce, lust, se~ction
&sacnf1ce. Only $5:

(Sung in Italian)
Carr Performing Arts Centre
Fnday, March 73, 1992 I 8 00 pm
Sunday, March 15, 7992 I 2'00 p.m.
Tuesday, March 17, 199217.30 p.m
· Sponsored by:
Hubbard Construction Company

Do you enjoy helping people?
How aboat planning or marketing events?
Are you thoughtful abou·t heafthy choices
for yourself and others?
Want to make a positive difference at UCR
Join SWAT and apply to be a

WELLNESS PEER CONSULTANT
Training and Retreat this summer
Employment 12-15 hours per week
for Fall 1992 and Spring 1993
~

APP_U CATION

I

-

O~LA~DO

R~~

-For tickets call (407) 896-7664
~·ll!f"

1-~

.~~~!
-.o-:,. '

~Ci

Ct:e'a

Her/;z

"College Students: Adm1ss1on to Rigoletto 1s only $5 00 with a valid student l.D

Get more for your money!
Largest 2 Bedrooms Near UCF 2 bedroom/2 bath - 1,047 sq. ft.
for only $490 per month!
3 bedroom/2 bath at $630!

PERIOD~

Tuesday, March 17 - Friday, March 20
atthe
Campus Wellness Center

Alafaya Woods Apts.
3 miles north of UCF at Alafaya Woods Blvd. behind
Publix in Oviedo!

365-8388
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Jamie Johnson

Rebound" has been PO'd for some time that fans,
team owners and the NBA place expectations on him
and prohibit him from living and playing as loud and
FREE THROWS
.
brash as Charles wishes.
Wake up, Charlie! It's not a black thing or a white
Thumbing through the USA Today over Spring
Break, I saw an article that indicated the U.S. Olympic thing! You are payed big bucks to play basketball not
basketball team's star-studded cast of NBA players spit on little girls in the crowd and make political and
personal indictments on the hands that feed you.
may be broken up due to financial reasons.
I.n covering the Orlando Magic this season, I have
The issue that threatens to break up the combination ofMagicJo;hnson, Michael Jordan, Charles Barkley, been given the "honor" of spending time around the
Larry Bird and Patrick Ewing stems from the ever Magic players and the rest of the NBA There is a broad
spectrum of personalities in the league with guys like
growing ballyhoo regarding T-shirt sales.
The problem regards the financial red tape caused AC. Green, Craig Ehlo and Kevin Johnson who enjoy
when Michael Jordan exercised an option in his con- _ the game as fierce competitiors yet realize they are
tract that allows him to take away the NBA's right to being paid to entertain people. They love t-0 play ball
use his likeness on T-shirts. The Olympic team may not and realize it is a great opportunity to make a .living
ever have to worry about the towering Yugoslavian playing a game they have loved their entire lives.
Most players, however, lose perspective. They begin
, National Team.
They may be taken apart by lawyers, agents and to lose any sense of reality and see the world as
greed before they ever strap on the ole' red, white and revolving around their star-power.
The pressure of playing in the NBA contributes to
blue tennies.
Now I can understand Jordan wanting to l}p.ve some the players distorted view of reality. They are beaten
control over what his face and name will be used on. and bruised night after night, traveling from city to city
However, when financial gain begins to threaten get- and then treated like demigods on and off the court.
Yet it is difficult to sympathize too heavily with any
ting on with the game, we need to take a step back and
one who gets paid half a million a year for a job that
get a grip on what's going down here.
My fellow sports fans, WAKE UP!!!!!!! Which came gives you a few months off ever year.Life is physically
first? The chicken or the egg here? If professional demanding in the NBA but the payoff is more then
basketball players are getting so tied up in getting more commensurate.
The average professional athletes today cringe at
money that it inhibits their ability to entertain their
autographs, whimperwhenfaced with work and run atthe
. fans, they are failing in their primary objective.
It is not their talent that insures their paycheck but sight of ethical responsibility yet they show no timidity
their ability to entertain. We are their bosses, they are when they collect their ridiculously fantastic pay checks.
employed, paid and promoted by who? US!
Perhaps it is time to let the NBA, NFL, NHL and
Sir Charles Barkley may be a fascinating persona Major League Baseball slip back into the obscurity they
on and off the court, but the "Round Mound of emerged from. These are businesses not cornerstones

•::;:h;::y~~=:eie::~;hn
. the NBA' s a 11-time
·
led
: ho 18
a •
.W
mg scorer?
•
-ForwhatformerALbaseballt.eam
didFidelCastrotryoutasapitcher?
-Who was the Galloping Ghost?

®

·In what race did Richard Petty
earn his 200th NASCAR victory?

•

·Who ran the first sub-4:00 mile?

Answers . in Thursday's

Breakfast Bagel

Across from UCF
University Shoppes

(egg, cheese, ham or bacon)

Hours:·
M ·F 8:00 - 4:00 pm
Sat 8:00 - 3:00 pm
Sun 9:00 - 2:00pm

S AHOLAKE ROAD

with purchase of
$1.55 or more
Expires 3/22/92
With lh1'I coupon only
1 per custancr/oot good with any other discounts.

L--------------------~
~()

C{)ver

~1
s2.oo
If you plcn on to~1nQ tno :
SAT and you feel you m1gnt j .
need o htlle exlro push on
your scores: The Ronhn
Educational Group hos
created
on
Intensive
preparation
CO\;!se
to
prepare you specifically tor
the LSAT, MCAT, GMAT & GRE.

Contact
The Longwood Center

DISCOUNT
With this ad.

issue

of American culture.
Let's begin to pwnp our money into the lesser leagues
where the athletes are more interested in playingthe game
then preening for publicity and power.
Bump the NBA in favor of the Continental Basketball
Association. Tear down the NFL and let Arena Football
take the throne. Let's even bring in Japanese professional
baseball. They'll own the major leagues shortly anyway.
It may be time to disassemble the apparatus we have
created in the American sports entertainment world
and restructure it to revolve around the central issues
of talent, competition and excellence.
Let us move now to send a message to professional
athletes that we will no longer pay or support any
participants in an arena of greed and selfishness.
We
are
paying
for
athletics
not
antagonism, Barkley. If the world finds itself in dire
need of a megalomaniac, we have more than an adequate stock in our government. Play basketball and
smile. That's what you get payed for.

·FREE!
249-4003
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[(d? MIND ERASERS
~SLIPPER"

NIPPLES
~SEX ON THE EEACH
j·l .26 DRAFTS
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.FROM PAGE 16
as sentimental a fool as anyone, I don't mind seeing good
players enjoy longer careers
as long as they remain productive. A fallacy of the DH rule is
thatitimpliesthatagingplayers can be productive on offense, but not on defense.
This theory has been disproven by Nolan Ryan of the
TexasRangers.Atage45,~yan

is entering his 26th season in
the major leagues; but because
he plays in the American
League, baseball's most overpowering pitcher doesn't get a
chance to hit.
Gran te d, most pitchers
probablywon'toverwhelmyou
with their offensive prowess;
but those who think that a
pitcher can never be an offensive .threat should check Babe
Ruth's career statistics. Yes,
that's right; baseball's former
homerun king, the Sultan of
Swat, was once a pitcher for
the Boston Red Sox before he
was traded to the New York
Yankees. Just ask any Bosox
fan about the infamous curse
of the Bambino.
At least one major leaguer
agrees with me that the pitcher
should get to hit. His name is
Mark Davis and he pitches for
the Kansas City Royals of the
American League. Two years ·
ago he won the National league
Cy Young Award-which goes
to the league's outstanding

San Diego Padres. Since he has
played on both sides of the rule,
I thought he would be qualified
to render an objective and professional opinion. I had a chance
to ask him about his opinion at
last week's UCF vs. Royals exhibition game.
"Personally, I like to hit,"
he said. "Maybe I'm being selfish, but I think the pitcher
should hit. It adds more strategy to the game.
. "For example, let's say·
you've got two men on with
one out in the fifth inning and
the score's4-3. You're down by
a run and it's the pitcher's
turn to hit. If you're the manager of the team, then you've
got a decision to make.
"lfhe'snotagoodhitter,are
you going to let him bat and
takeachanceonstrandingyour
base runners? Or do you pull
him for a pinch hitter and go to
your bullpen?
''Well, if he's given up four
runs by the fifth inning, he's
obviouslynotpitchingverywell.
You need the runs, so I say get
himoutofthere;hitforhimand
go to your bullpen."
Good example, Mark; but
what ifyour man on the mound
ispitchingagem?Strategythen
becomes even more important.
Suppose your ace hurler is
pitchingaperfectgamethrough
the first eight innings but your
hitters have taken a leave of
absence. You've reached the
bottomoftheeighthinascoreless game. Now the b~ses are

pitcher, who's not that a bad a
hitter, is on deck.
Youroverworkedbullpenhas
been shelled in the last few
games and they're praying for a
completegamefrom the starter.
Abasehitatthispointwould
give you a run that you now
desperately need; an out will
probably send you into extra
innings, much to the chagrin of
your relievers.
Now you've really got a decision to make. Do you give
your pitcher an opportunity to
win a perfect game? Or do you
pinch-hit for him and go to
your shaky bullpen? Rememher, a pinch hitter inay not get
that base hit you so desperately need. And ifhe does, and
you score a run, will your
bullpen be able to hold onto it'?
These kind of coaching decisions are what separate the '
men from the boys, the winners from the losers and tbe
National League from the
American League.
If you're managing in the
American League, you don't have to worry about having to Infielder Gregg Castaldo sports an autographed gameballl
make such ·hard decisions; from the Knights vs. Royals game. (Michael DeHoog /FUTURE)
you'vegottheDHruletoprotect
you from the above scenarios. If 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~§1
you'remanagingin the National
League, however, you pray that
they never come to haunt you.
Now you know Mark Davis'
opinion of the designated hitter
andyouknowmine.Pleasewrite
and tell us yours.
·or, if you· like, you can alSALES - SERVICE - RENTAL
ways bicycle across Canada
I

_p1-·tc_h_e_r_-~w_hi_·1_e_h_u_rlin_'_g_£_o_r_th_e~-Io_a_d_e_d_w~it-h~tw_o~o-u_t_s;__Yo_u_r~~-J-u-st_D_o~It_!~~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Student .Wellness Advocate Team prese_nts:

For All Your

WELLNESS EXPO '92

Eye Care Needs.
•
•
•
•

••

Complete Eye Exams
Contact Lenses
Prescription Glasses
Sunglasses

20o/o OFF EYEWEAR FOR
ALL UCF STUDENTS
2911 Red Bug Road• Casselberry• (407) 695-2020 .
Major Credit Cards Accepted

There's nothing like Legend and Lady
-. . Legend! The most unique college rings
~ ever designed-only available from
ArtCarved. This popular professional
look offers more ways to personalize your college ring. Don't
. ._ delay-visit your Art Carved
"\ representative during this
special sales event to see
Legend and the many
other styles available.

~ J

Last chance
to order for
guaranteed graduation delivery.

11 :00-3:00 Wednesday, March 25
. On the Green at UCF
Rain Date: Friday, March 27

JI RTCl1RY~J2

March 16th - 20th

10 :00 a.m.- 3 :0 0 p.m.

$15 Deposit Required
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

l~

!

Spctial Payment Plans Available . . . . .

,
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1991-92 a season that Magic will attempt to forget .
•

by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

..

•

Forward Brian Williams has been unable to help Magic
match last year's record. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

Barely more then a month
remains in the 1991-92 NBA
season and the Orlando Magic
(15-50)find themselves engaged
in a struggle to prove that they
are not the most horrid team
inprofessional basketball.
Only Minnesota, with a grand
total of 11 wins and 52 losses,
looks worse at this point. The
Timberwolves are an organization racked with inner strife,
unhappy players and poor management in the front office. The Magic organization attempted to warn Orlando fans
that the team might struggle to
match it's 31 victory season of a
year ago; unfortunately no one
could have possibly foreseen
what has turned out to be a
season full of injuries, contract
struggles, faux paus and plain
old second-rate basketball.
The team that Dick Vitale
branded "the most successful
of the four expansion teams
last season," Orlando has fallen
to more bad luck than a redheaded baby crawling blindfolded into a bullfight.
The questionsfacingtheteam

this year were whether Nick
Anderson could step up and
emerge as a legitimate firstrate NBA shooting guard after
playing forward for the University of Illinois. Nick had done it
before breaking his face on an
unnamed fist at a concert midway through the season.
The next question then was
whether draft picks Brian Williams, Stanley Roberts and
Chris Corchiani would emerge
as a few rocks of fool's gold or
the mother lode.
. From all early indications,
the Magic hauled, in the finest
batch of the '91 NBA draft. Williams has begun to emerge as an
extremely athletic power forward
With All-Star possibilities once he
fits into the Magic and NBA
Roberts has been the league's
surprise of the year and should
landaspotontheAII-Rookieteam.
Corclrianihas shown himselfto be
an ideal back-up point guard.
Another question was

whr:therthe Magic could develop
their reserves and tum their
bench into a factor.
By signing Sean Higgins and
Anthony Bowie, the team shored
up their shooting guard and
small forward positions.
So what a season it could
have been! The Magic could have
boa~ted a starting line up of
Scott Skiles at the point, Nick
Anderson at the shooting guard
_position and Dennis Scott at
small forward. Terry Catledge
and Brian Williams could have
traded time at the power spot
with Stanley Roberts starting
as the team's center while Greg
Kite would give Big Stanley a
breather from time to time.
Corchiani, Bowie, Higgins
and Jerry Reynolds would be a
capable crew of back ups and
the Magic would be contending
for a playoff spot.
Instead, the Magic now end
their third season with Dennis
Scott facing a possibly career ending injury and little progress in
bringing all thejr assorted parts
together as a team on the court.
The 1991-92 season will be
remembered in years to come
as the one that fate destroyed.

"IF YDU-IEED TD WORK TD
GET THROUGH SCHOOL,
YOU IEElD TD SEE UPS:'
"I need two things to get through
sc hool: good grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by myself, and
UPS is helping me take care of the
second. They gave me a part-time job
that really pays. ·
"I make almost $10,000 a year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this, UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else. I alqo got my choice of
schedules-mornings, afternoons or
nights. My work hours fit around my class
hours. Most students work in Operations. But you might get something in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or
Customer Service.
"No other company offers more to
students than UPS. Talk to them. Get
what you need to get your diploma."

*
~

I

Applicants are being considered
for your loca; UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F

OFFICE WITH A VIEW

The Peace Corps
is an exhilarating two
year experience that
will last a lifetime.
Working at a
professional level that .
ordinarily might take
years of apprenticeship back home·,
volunteers find the
career growth they're
looking for and enjoy
a unique experience
in the developing
world.
International
firms and government
agenci·es vaiue the
skills and knowledge
mastered during
Peace Corps service.
Join us at the
1992 CD)L Nati onCJ I
C.Onference.
University of ·Central
Florida:
Saturday, F1-:brua r-,, 2 9
For i nforrro ti on and
an appl icatio, cal I:

C00-46D-2745

I
Peace Corps
The toughest job
you'll ever love.

/·
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'91-92 a season of triumph,
tunnoil for~ Knights
by Dave Meadows

,.. . a chance to play at a high level of competition," Dean
said. "I think we've come a long way in developing our
young
guys; the kind of competition we were up against
For the UCF Running Knights, the 1991-92 NCAA
was
really
good for their development."
basketball season ended as Spring Break begrui.
A
competitive
conference and a rugged non-conferThe Knights bowed to the Privateers ofNew Orleans
ence
schedule
prevented
Dean and company froni real66-47 in the opening game of the Sun Belt Conference
izing
their
pre-season
goal
of a winning season; the
tournament at Biloxi, Miss. on March 5.
Knights'
mentor
tells
that
this
year's group made some
Despite the team's early exit from the Sun Belt tourney,
improvements
over
last
year's
10-17 squad.
Coach Joe Dean enthusiastically pointed out some of his
"We
were
a
competitive
team
all year; we were a
young team's successes in its.t umultuous 10-19 season.
better
team
this
year
than
what
we
were last year even
"We had a chance to give some of our young players
though the record didn't show it because of our schedule," !ie said. "We lost to North Carolina at North
· Carolina; we also lost to Deiaware, which went on to
-post a 28-3 record.
"We also won some games against some very good
teams. We beat Campbell, which is going to the NCAA
tournament as champion ofthe Big South Conference.
We also beat Arkansas-Little Rock during the regular
season; they made it all the way to the semifinals of the
Sun Belt tournament."
The 1991-92 campaign also marked the final season
in which the Knights would enjoy the services of
outgoing senior Ken Leeks.
The 6-foot, 9-inch, 235-lb. forward from Greenwood
led the team both offensively and defensively with 18. 7
points per game, 8. 7 rebounds and 1. 78 blocked shots.
-· Although L:leks will surely be missed by the Knights, the
emergence of De.an's young stars against an all-Division I
schedule will he]p t.o soften the blow of Leeks' departure.
"We're going to be faced with the problem of making
up the loss of an 18-point-per-game scorer," Dean said.
"We're going to try to bring in some people who can help
us out inside; but our focus is going to be to work on our
outside perimeter shooting with the guys we've already
got. It's going to change our whole program around."
The season was not without controversy .as the Knights
Leeks (I.) and Jarrod Denmon go through
became the center of a television contract dispute that saw
practice drills. (Michael DeHoog/FUTURE)
UCF petition for wi~drawal from the Sun Belt Conference.
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

· Departing senior Ken Leeks set a new UCF
career rebounding record. (Michae1 0eHoog1FUTUREJ
Although the Sun Belt executive committee met at
last week's tournament, UCF's conference fate has not
yet been decided.
'The committee will meet again in May to detennine
whether we can pull out of the conference as ofJune 30 of
this year," said UCFs athletic director Gene McDowell. "If
we continue to play in the conference, we're going to have
the television dispute again next year.

Speak out against the designated hitter; or
take a bike ride across Canada. Just Do It!
.--

·nave Meadows
OUT OF BOUNDS

A

s I was brainstorming the other
day for subjects to write about in
this column, I came across an
advertisement for Nike shoes; you know,
the one that challenges you to do sometbi'ng that you've never done before.
Compete in a triathlon, bicycle across
Canada, etc. Just Do It!
Since rve yet to compete in a triathlon
or bicycle across Canada, I don't feel that
rm qualified to write about such matters
- although rm sure I will be someday.
All is not lost, though. As I was reading this ad, I came across. a line that did
inspire me; and the only qualifications
for speaking out on this subject are that
you know what yoU:re talking about and
that you have an opinion about-it.
''Speak out against the designated hitter."
Just Do It!
The designated hitter, a.k.a. the DH,
applies to the game of baseball. It allows
a ball club to send a batter, a designated
hitter, to bat for the .pitcher without
removing the pitcher from the game.
Thus, the pitcher doesn't hit and the DH
doesn't play defense.
The DH rule has been adopted by the
American League, the minor leagues and
the NCAA; theNationalLeague, ofcourse,
still sends its hurlers to the plate.

Not a very controversial issue - un..:
less, of course, your favorite tea."Il plays
in the American League; so I don't.have
to worry about receiving any of the nasty
letters like the.ones I got for the "incomplete, if not erroneous, picture" that I
painted of Mike Tyson. _
One such letter unjustly accused me
.- of convicting Tyson before his rape trial.
Granted, · I thought at that ·time that
Tyson was _a jerk and a thug, but I
specifically stated "it is not for me to
judge whether the man is guilty or innocent of the charges levied against him;
an Indian,apolisjurywil1 determine that."
Well, the jury has decided and I still
think Tyson is ajerk and a thug; but now,
I also think he's a rapist.
Now that I've got that off my chest,
back to the DH.
Supporters of the rule like the idea of ·
a .300 hitter [the DH] going to bat for
their team as opposed to a .150 hitter
[the pitcher]. The rule allows a ball club
to use the same hitting lineup every day.
Because a pitcher is a member of a four
or five man rotation, he doesn't play the
game every day; nor does he get a sufficient amount of batting practice.
Because the DH is supposedly a better hitter than the pitcher, its fans contend that their favorite team can score
more runs with the DH at bat than with
the pitcher. The objectofbaseball, though,
is not only to score more runs than your

"·

opponent, but to keep your opponent
from scoring more runs than you. If,
however, the pitchers have become too
domina,nt on the mound, it should be up
to a team's hitters - an nine of them to do something about it and let the
Rules Committee concern itself with ·
other matters.
.
Sentimentality also plays a major role
in the institution of the DH rule. Venerable stars like Reggie Jackson and Carl
Yazstrzemski enjoyed success as designated hitters long after their aging legs
forbade them to chase down deep fly
balls in the outfield.
Still, the purists· of the game - of
which, I am one - believe that players
should play both offense and defense. If
a pitcher is going to wear out his arm in
an effort to keep opposing teams from
scoring runs, he should also have the
opportunity to contribute offensively to
his club as well - regardless of how
miniscule that contribution may be.
American Leaguers insist that sending
the pitcher to bat is too risky for one of the
more important members of the defense; a
beanball t.o the arm or, even worse, to the KC's Jose Mota turns a double play
head could end the game, the season or even
against UCF. {Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)
the career of a star hurler.
However, ifthe likes ofRoger Clemens projectile looks like coming from the opor Dwight Gooden are going to stand on posite direction.
As for sentimentality, and I can be
the mound and sling 95 mph fastballs at
opposing hitters, then they should get an
opportunity to see just what th'at little
MEADOWS continued page 14
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